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UNIT PLAN
REFLECTIVE BOOK MAKING
Subject(s) Book Making, Self-reﬂection
Grade 2nd Grade
Number of Lessons 6
Time Allotment 50 mins
Central focus of the Unit/Big Ideas

The central focus of the unit is to create a narrative book of the year to encourage positive self
reﬂection and meaningful connections to students’ lives. By the end of the unit, students will
understand how to interpret meanings in artistic works and how they function as a record of
social and cultural experiences.

Assessments
-

Formative assessment: Students will be observed throughout class discussion, Q&As,
check-ins for progress and understanding, and peer critiques.
Summative assessment:
Final artwork: how the work reﬂects the student's understanding of the lesson
objectives, materials, and academic languages.
Class participation: student’s respectful behavior towards the art materials,
workstations, peers’ art works, time for demo and group discussions.

Student Support and Differentiation

Whole Class
- A slide show clearly stating the lesson objectives and steps of the art project
- Extra options to either challenge themselves by creating details or take a simpliﬁed
process by experimenting with the materials
- Teacher’s sample work
Groups of students with similar needs
- A second round of a demonstration right next to a group of students who have a
difﬁcult time following
- Trying out together while the teacher is watching
- Group critiq: students will work in groups and give each other notes and suggestions.
- A visual diagram on whiteboard and pre-typed hand-outs for texts
Individual students
- The teacher will walk around and do one on one demos if necessary.
- Finished students will have an option to help other students.
- Individual assessment
Students with IEP’s or 504 plans
- The students with IEP’s or 504 plans will be asked to simply play around with the
materials ﬁrst. They will not be assessed by the completion of work but by individual
growth.
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-

Students with physical limitations will work with a pera. Students will be allowed to
show their understanding of lesson objectives verbally if needed.
- Students will get an option to focus on one or two techniques. Students will be
encouraged to think about personal connection with the seasons rather than
completing the entire steps.
Strategies for responding to common errors and misunderstandings, developmental
approximations, misconceptions, partial understandings, and/or misunderstandings
- The students will be told continuously that asking for help is natural and encouraged.
There will also be a progress check-in for understanding in the beginning, middle, and
end of the class.
- Students will be given extra papers if they have made a mistake or forgotten a step.

Lesson#1 Seasons of the Year

Unit Title:
Reﬂective Book Making
Lesson Plan #: Lesson 1
Grade: 2nd Grade

Length of each period:
50 mins
Number of days: 1

Essential Questions:
- How do artists and designers
learn from trial and error?
- How do artists grow and
become accomplished in art
forms?
- Why do people value
artifacts and select them for
presentation or preservation?

Lesson Objectives:
Students will be able to…
- Utilize four different painting techniques to depict their unique impression of the four
seasons
- Experiment how each painting technique creates various textures and sensations
- Differentiate the temperatures in colors and apply the concept to the four seasons
- Observe and discuss works of art to develop their artistic language and analyzing
skills
- Accept the artistic accident and natural effects that the material creates
Materials –Artist/ Visual Text /Technology/ Resources:
White paper (9x12”), Construction papers (9x12” of black, yellow, pink), tempera
paints(white, red, yellow, brown, orange, pink, blue, green), brush, Q-tips, cotton pads,
plates as paint pallette, water buckets, cardboard boxes, smocks, paper towel, handy wipes
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Visual References/Art Historical References:

David Hockney - The
Maelstrom Bodo, 2002

David Hockney - Bigger
Trees Near Warter, 2007

David Hockney - Woldgate
Woods, 2006
Vocabulary:
Observe, Reﬂect, Discuss, Experiment
Texture, Warm and cool colors, Painting Techniques (Splattering, Dripping, Stamping,
Folding)
NYS Visual Arts Standards
Creating
VA:Cr1.2.2
VA:Cr2.1.2

Presenting

Responding
VA:Re8.1.2
VA:Re9.1.2

Connecting
VA:Cn10.1.1
VA:Cn11.1.3

Task Analysis/Procedure
A. Motivation/Spark/Launch
A slideshow on the lesson objectives and the artist who painted the four seasons by using
warm/cool colors.
“Let’s observe and look closely at the images here.”
Key Questions
“What colors do we see in each season?”
“Which speciﬁc color really catches your eyes?”
“What do you think it means when a color is warm or cold?”
“Why do you think that?”
Review or Transition from Previous Period
“Warm colors and cool colors are a way to describe colors. If you think green is warm, it
doesn’t mean you’re wrong. Everyone sees colors differently and they feel differently.”
B. Presentation of Lesson Objectives
“We’re going to make the background of the ﬁrst page of our book by using 4 different
painting techniques for the four seasons. ”
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C. Modeling/Demonstration
- Demo on how to put on a smock
- Demo on the four painting techniques
Winter: Sprinkle white acrylic paint on black construction paper
Fall: Stamping brown and red paints on yellow paper
Summer: Dripping blue and green paints on white paper
Spring: Decalcomanie technique with red, white, yellow paints
D. Transition and Work Period ( practice and application)
“You will have 3 minutes on each season. I’m going to ring the chime when we start and
stop painting.”
E. Closure
Artworks to drying racks, collaborative clean-ups, and heads-up for next lesson

Student Samples
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Lesson#2 Best Memory of the Year

Unit Title: Reﬂective Book
Making
Lesson Plan #: Lesson 2
Grade: 2nd Grade

Length of each period:
50 mins
Number of days: 2

Essential Questions:
- How do artists create works
that effectively
communicate ideas or
inﬂuence one’s lives?
- How is a personal
preference different from an
evaluation?

Lesson Objectives:
Students will be able to…
- Build on to their prior knowledge in colors and textures they have explored from
lesson #1
- Reﬂect on personal memories and understand how to communicate them with visual
storytelling elements
- Incorporate different painting techniques to depict their stories
- Observe artworks and interpret what the artist is trying to portray
Materials –Artist/ Visual Text /Technology/ Resources:
White paper (9x12”), pencils, eraser, acrylic paints, brush, Q-tips, cotton pads, plates as
paint pallette, water buckets, cardboard boxes, smocks, paper towel, handy wipes
Visual References/Art Historical References:

Marc Chagall - I and the Village (1911)

Marc Chagall - Paris Through the
Window (1913)
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Vocabulary:
Observe, Interpret, Discuss, Reﬂect
Narrative, Storytelling, Memory, Figures, Background
NYS Visual Arts Standards
Creating
VA:Cr1.2.2
VA:Cr3.1.2

Presenting

Responding
VA:Re8.1.2
VA:Re9.1.2

Connecting
VA:Cn10.1.1
VA:Cn11.2.2

Task Analysis/Procedure
Day1
A. Motivation/Spark/Launch
A slideshow on Marc Chagall’s memory based paintings.
“Let’s observe and look closely at the images here.”
Key Questions
“What do we see in the paintings?”
“What is going on in this painting? What’s the story?”
“How is the artist hinting us about his memory?”
“Why do you think that?”
“What kinds of painting technique did the artist use?”
Review or Transition from Previous Period
Review video on the four painting techniques (Splattering, dripping, stamping, folding)
B. Presentation of Lesson Objectives
“We’re going to start sketching our ideas for the narrative painting about your best memory
of this year. ”
C. Modeling/Demonstration
- Teacher’s sample: “What do you think the story is in this painting?” “What kinds of
painting techniques do you recognize here?”
- Step-by-step drawing demonstration on whiteboard
D. Transition and Work Period ( practice and application)
“Think about your best memory and what you need to draw to tell that story. Think about
the ﬁgures, background, colors, and the painting techniques you will be using.”
E. Closure
Artworks to drying racks, collaborative clean-ups, and heads-up for next lesson
Day2 (Working Day)
A. Review or Transition from Previous Period
Quick review questions on the four painting techniques we explored
B. Transition and Work Period ( practice and application)
Reminder on drawing big ﬁgures, settings, and self-reﬂection
C. Closure
Artworks to drying racks and collaborative clean-ups
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Student Samples
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Lesson#3 Thank You!
Unit Title: Reﬂective
Book Making
Lesson Plan #:
Lesson 3
Grade: 2nd Grade

Length of each period:
50 mins
Number of days: 3

Essential Questions:
- How do artists create works that
effectively communicate ideas or
inﬂuence one’s lives?
- How do artists grow and become
accomplished in art forms?
- Why do people value artifacts and
select them for presentation or
preservation?

Lesson Objectives:
Students will be able to…
- Construct a three-dimensional space by a pop-up technique.
- Discuss the function of foreground and background and how the usage of those can
support storytelling.
- Develop a positive attitude towards their surroundings and experiences.
- Present their work of art and understand how artists become accomplished.
Materials –Artist/ Visual Text /Technology/ Resources:
Construction papers (9x12”), letter sized paper, scissors, glue, pencils, color pencils, color
markers
Visual References/Art Historical References:

Elsa Mora - Fables de La Fontaine (2011), a pop-up book, 12 x 19”
Vocabulary:
Observe, Analyze, Discuss, Reﬂect
Storytelling, Foreground, Background, Pop-up, Space, 3 Dimension, Depth
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NYS Visual Arts Standards
Creating
VA:Cr2.1.2
VA:Cr3.1.2

Presenting
VA:Pr4.1.2
VA:Pr6.1.2

Responding
VA:Re8.1.2
VA:Re9.1.2

Connecting
VA:Cn11.1.3
VA:Cn11.2.2

Task Analysis/Procedure
Day1
A. Motivation/Spark/Launch
A slideshow on the lesson objectives and the images of pop up artwork.
Key Questions
“What material did the artist use for this artwork?” “Is this artwork ﬂat?” “What are the
evidence?” “Why do you think the artist chose paper to make this artwork?” “Which part of
the image feels close to us?
Review or Transition from Previous Period
Quick review on memory-based illustration from lesson #2
B. Presentation of Lesson Objectives
“Brainstorm what or who you were thankful for this year. Write that in a full sentence and
draw with a ﬁgure and background that we will use to create a pop-up.”
C. Modeling/Demonstration
- Teacher’s example of ‘what I was thankful for this year’
- Visual diagram on whiteboard and demonstration on how to create a pop-up
D. Transition and Work Period ( practice and application)
- Step-by-step lesson goals (worksheet, sketch, and pop-up construction)
- Reminder on classroom rules
E. Closure
Collaborative clean-ups and work-in-progress inside of individual folders
Day2
A. Motivation/Spark/Launch
Mentions on common errors and misunderstandings
Key Questions
“What did the artist do for the foreground and the background?” “What should we think
about when we tell a story?” “What are some evidence of a working pop-up?”
Review or Transition from Previous Period
Ask Yourself: “does my drawing clearly tell my story with foreground and background?”
“did I describe what I was thankful for in a full sentence?”
B. Presentation of Lesson Objectives
Repeat on academic languages: foreground, background, 3D, pop-up, and depth
C. Modeling/Demonstration
2nd Demonstration on how to make a pop-up
D. Transition and Work Period ( practice and application)
Collaborative clean-ups and work-in-progress inside of individual folders
E. Closure
Collaborative clean-ups and work-in-progress inside of individual folders
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Day3 (Working Day & Class Presentation)
A. Motivation/Spark/Launch
Check-in questions on students’ progress, questions, and concerns
Key Questions
“What was your most favorite/challenging part of book making?” “Tell us about your stories
and the techniques you used.”
B. Presentation of Lesson Objectives
Option 1. Students can continue working and catch up on missing parts
Option 2. Students can prepare for presentation
C. Modeling/Demonstration
List of academic languages and questions to ask during presentation
D. Transition and Work Period ( practice and application)
Class sharing time on the ﬁnished books and making processes
E. Closure
Exit ticket questions & collaborative clean-ups

Student Samples
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Rubric
Excellent
4

Proﬁcient
3-2

Needs Work
1-0

Understanding of
Content and Lesson
objectives (Listed in the
criteria checklist)

Final book
reﬂects the
student's
understanding of
lesson objectives

The book is
completed,
showed a partial
understanding in
lesson objectives

Final book is
underdeveloped.
The work did not
show any or a
very little
evidence of
understanding
the lesson
objectives.

Use of/
Experimentation/
Control over
Art Materials

The student
experimented and
had a control over
the art materials:
tempera paints,
painting tools,
scissors, glue, and
construction
paper.

The student used
and explored the
art materials: the
art materials:
tempera paints,
painting tools,
scissors, glue, and
construction
paper.

The student did
not use the art
materials properly
or at all.

Efforts and
Perseverance

Final book met all
requirements,
showed efforts
and overall strong
execution with a
good amount of
details and
craftsmanship.

Final book
consists of 3
pages but is
lacking some
details and
craftsmanship.

Final book is
incomplete or
missing more
than one page.

Class Participation &
Behaviors

The student was
attentive
throughout the
unit, actively
participated in
class discussions,
demonstration,
and showed
respect for
classroom
materials, worked
collaboratively
and respectfully
with others.

The student was
attentive
throughout the
unit, shared
workstations and
materials with
peers respectfully.

The student was
not attentive
throughout the
unit nor respectful
towards peers,
workstations, and
classroom
materials.
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Lesson Criteria Checklist:
First Page of My Book:
4 Seasons of 2019
I’ve tried the four
painting techniques:
- splattering
- stamping
- dripping
- folding
Second Page of My
Book:
Best Memory of 2019
In my narrative painting,
I used …
- My memory
- A ﬁgure and a setting
- More than 1 painting
technique I learned about

Yes

Almost

No

Yes

Almost

No

Yes

Almost

No

Third Page of My Book:
Thank you!
My pop-up page has …
- an effective pop-up
stair
- ﬁgure and background
- A full sentence on what
I was thankful for
Feedback:

